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HALVING COULD BRING WAY MORE
MINING BACK TO NORTH AMERICA
by Colin Harper for Decrypt
Over-leveraged Chinese miners risk being washed out with Bitcoin's halving next
week. Meanwhile, some industry observers say that North America’s surging
mining industry will pick up the slack. While Chinese miners are financially over
leveraged, and suffering from supply-chain shortages affecting next-gen ASIC
equipment, miners in North America are enjoying new sources of cheap and
renewable energy—and increased appetite from North American investors.
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by Ibiam Wayas, writing for Cryptopolitan
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MINERS MADE $412.5 M IN REVENUE
DURING APRIL, NEW DATA INDICATES
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5 POPULAR BTC HALVING THEORIES:
WHAT'S LIKELY TO HAPPEN & WHAT'S NOT
by Christopher Bendiksen for Coinshares
We can look at history to try and learn something about the "Third Halving". But
the truth is no one knows for certain what will happen. Here are five of the most
popular theories of what will happen on May 12 and in the days that follow. One
thing is for certain. Here at WDMO, we'll be giving you an overview of the news, as
it happens!
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BITMAIN PRODUCED BAD BATCH OF UNITS
AHEAD OF BITCOIN HALVING, MINERS CLAIM
by Stephen O'Neal, writing for Cointelegraph
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Oops. It can happen to the best of us, but some miners have reported that Chinese
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particularly high failure rate. You win some, you lose some.
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mining hardware giant Bitmain released a batch of Antminer products with a
UPDATE: These reports were confirmed by Bitmain as true.
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And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

DIFFICULTY NEARS ALL-TIME HIGH IN
FINAL ADJUSTMENT BEFORE HALVING
by Wolfie Zhao, writing for Coindesk
The world’s largest blockchain network by market capitalization just adjusted its
mining difficulty to 16.10 trillion (T) at 4:05 UTC on Tuesday, close to the
network’s all-time high of 16.55T recorded in March.

